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Steve Martin’s Sublime Comedy
Center REP presents The Underpants, from the mind of the wild and crazy guy

i
Performer and playwrite Steve Martin,
pictured with his band,
the Steep Canyon
Rangers, is the comic
force behind The
Underpants.
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t took Michael Butler awhile to “get” Steve Martin.
When Martin was in his arrow-through-the
head, wild and crazy guy, “King Tut”, and The
Jerk days, his comedy stylings simply did not
register with Center REP’s artistic director.
“I remember watching his early movies when they
came out and just thinking ‘I don’t get it,’” says Butler,
with a laugh. “I hate to admit it, but it took me awhile
to get it.”
Fortunately for Butler—and Center REP’s audiences—Martin’s unique style of humor eventually did
make an impact on Butler. In fact, the first play that
Butler directed at the Lesher Center for the Arts was
Martin’s brilliant Picasso at the Lapin Agile. And this
fall, Butler will direct Martin’s comedy, The Underpants.
“I think Steve Martin’s mind is very interesting, and
his body of work is incredible—he’s had great success as an
actor, a writer, a comedian, a musician, and even as an art
collector,” says Butler. “Martin really knows how to make
a play work for an audience—they love the way he presents

things. There were a lot of things in Picasso that I did not
recognize how well they would work until they were in
front of an audience. I expect there will be a lot of things
in The Underpants that work in a similar way.”
The Underpants is Martin’s 2002 rewrite of a classic
German farce, Die Hose, by writer Carl Sternheim. The
play begins immediately following an incident in which
a young woman’s bloomers, or underpants, fall down in
a public place. The accidental nudity creates instant celebrity for the woman, embarrassment for her husband,
and unexpected attention from a series of gentleman
callers who show up at the couple’s home, hoping to
rent a room—and seduce the sudden celebrity.
Sternheim’s original work, which debuted in 1910,
was a satire of the emerging German middle class.
Martin’s version, which still takes place in Germany,
1910, has been updated enough to reference “wardrobe
malfunctions” and other popular culture events.
“The play was always a political satire, but Steve Martin has twisted the satire into cultural observation,” Butler
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explains. “He’s particularly looking at our
culture’s obsession with fame, with sex,
with gender roles. And, we’re certainly at a
peak in our culture—one only has to look
at all the reality shows on TV to see where
we are at.”
Butler says that he will try to create a
production that will be true to its German origins but also feel current and very
relevant to Walnut Creek. He expects The
Underpants to be a unique, whimsical,
and highly entertaining comedy—and
a great fit for Center REP’s new season.
Meanwhile, Martin fans should also take
note that the multi-talented humorist is
scheduled to perform in concert with his
banjo and acclaimed Steep Canyon Rangers band at Wente Vineyards in Livermore
on August 29.
“The Underpants feels like it takes place
in Germany in 1910, but it also feels very
contemporary because of the observations
Steve Martin is making. And, in a strange
way, it feels like it could be taking place
in the suburban America of the 1950s, because of the sexual innocence coupled with
these absurdly defined gender roles.” Butler
says. “I would really like the production to
inhabit all three of those levels—it will be
really tricky, but great fun for the physical
world of the production to be guided by
those three places in time.”
what:
when:
where:
tickets:
info:

The Underpants
October 19–November 17
Lesher Stage
$38–$43
(925) 943-7469
or visit centerrep.org
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